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ABSTRACT

The analysis of targeted genetic loci from ancient,
forensic and clinical samples is usually built
upon polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-generated
sequence data. However, many studies have
shown that PCR amplification from poor-quality
DNA templates can create sequence artefacts at
significant levels. With hominin (human and other
hominid) samples, the pervasive presence of highly
PCR-amplifiable human DNA contaminants in the
vast majority of samples can lead to the creation
of recombinant hybrids and other non-authentic
artefacts. The resulting PCR-generated sequences
can then be difficult, if not impossible, to authenti-
cate. In contrast, single primer extension (SPEX)-
based approaches can genotype single nucleotide
polymorphisms from ancient fragments of DNA as
accurately as modern DNA. A single SPEX-type
assay can amplify just one of the duplex DNA
strands at target loci and generate a multi-fold
depth-of-coverage, with non-authentic recombinant
hybrids reduced to undetectable levels. Crucially,
SPEX-type approaches can preferentially access
genetic information from damaged and degraded
endogenous ancient DNA templates over modern
human DNA contaminants. The development of
SPEX-type assays offers the potential for highly
accurate, quantitative genotyping from ancient
hominin samples.

INTRODUCTION

This study compares and contrasts polymerase chain
reaction (PCR)-based approaches to ancient hominin

samples (i.e. humans and extinct relatives such as
Neanderthals) with a single primer extension
(SPEX)-based approach to genotyping ancient DNA
(aDNA) at targeted loci. In particular, we examine
the ability of SPEX-type approaches to preferentially
access genetic information from highly damaged and
degraded aDNA templates and to genotype ancient
samples with enhanced sequence reliability and depth-of-
coverage.
These are important issues, as reports of the ‘retrieval’

of aDNA sequences from hominin samples via PCR
amplification (1–5) can create an impression of a relatively
straightforward exponential copying of surviving aDNA
template molecules into PCR products at specific loci.
In reality, however, non-authentic sequences are often
created at significant levels during PCR amplification
from degraded DNA extracts, making both sequence
reliability and depth-of-coverage two key and inter-
related considerations in the accurate genotyping of
ancient, forensic and clinical samples.
In terms of sequence reliability, DNA damage and

fragmentation makes extracts from ancient hominin
samples particularly vulnerable to exponential PCR
amplification from both contaminant human DNA and
artefactual PCR-generated endogenous-contaminant
hybrids (2,6–16, this study). In addition, due to both
authentic sequence-modifying DNA damage and wholly
PCR-generated sequence artefacts (17), traditional PCR
amplification from aDNA templates can introduce
above-background levels of all four transition base
changes (8,9,18–21); even from well-preserved permafrost
specimens with estimated copy numbers in the tens-of-
thousands (22).
The depth-of-coverage generated by traditional

PCR amplification from aDNA extracts is particularly
difficult to estimate, as the numbers of discrete,
intact, endogenous aDNA templates directly copied
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into amplification products without PCR-generated
recombination (if any) cannot be accurately assessed.
However, it has become clear that from aDNA extracts,
PCR amplicons commonly originate from just one or a
tiny number of ‘starting templates’ (1,5,23,24). Incorrect
sequence inferences are inevitable where a majority of
‘starting templates’ are contaminant DNA templates,
PCR-generated recombinant hybrids or result in the
‘fixation’ of a non-authentic transition base change at a
key diagnostic nucleotide position.
Unfortunately, therefore, many PCR-based analyses of

human sub-fossil material have produced results that are
difficult, if not impossible, to authenticate (6,25–27). The
most widely accepted results from PCR-based hominin
studies have been those that targeted genetic loci at
which Neanderthals and some ancient human individuals
appear to have highly distinctive DNA sequence motifs
that are rare or absent in modern human populations
(6,8,10,28–31). Venturing into wider genomic regions has
generally been restricted to exceptional samples where
levels of exogenous human DNA contamination are
reckoned to be low, using high-throughput shotgun
sequencing approaches that have the potential to
generate a sufficient depth-of-coverage to overcome
aDNA-derived transition base changes and maximize the
accuracy of inferred consensus sequences at loci-of-
interest (32).
In contrast to PCR, the SPEX-type approach used

in this study does not impose a pre-defined target
size based on a pair of primers. An initial copying step
uses a single biotinylated primer to create primer
extension products of different length, followed by the
removal of all other potential DNA templates via
streptavidin beads, homopolymer tailing and only then
nested PCR amplification. As a result, intact DNA
templates can be quantifiably amplified from just one of
the strands at a target locus, with the introduction of
non-authentic C>T, A>G and T>C transition base
changes reduced to the background levels generated
during the amplification of ‘modern’ DNA (17). These
unique attributes enabled a SPEX-type approach to
resolve the long-standing question of the biochemical
nature of ‘miscoding lesions’ in aDNA by providing
direct proof that C>U-type base modifications are
overwhelmingly the cause of authentic sequence-
modifying DNA damage (17, contrast 33,34).
This study evaluates the ability of SPEX-type

approaches to accurately genotype pre-handled and
pre-contaminated hominin samples through the follow-
ing key novel attributes: the ability to (i) generate highly
accurate sequence data from damaged and degraded
DNA templates; (ii) reduce PCR-generated recombinant
template switching (and therefore the creation of
non-authentic endogenous-contaminant hybrids and
other sequence artefacts) to below detectable levels; and
(iii) preferentially access surviving fragments of damaged
and degraded endogenous aDNA over the pervasive
exogenous human contaminant templates that can be
efficiently co-amplified by traditional PCR-based
approaches.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples and experimental rationale

This study uses DNA extracted from museum and archae-
ological hominin samples covering a range of ages, source
materials, storage conditions and geographical source
locations. Following both traditional PCR and SPEX
amplification, cloned sequence data are investigated in
terms of: the generation of non-authentic sequence data;
the levels of PCR-generated recombinant template
switching; the accuracy of typing single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) at targeted loci; the depth-of-
coverage generated; and any relative preferences
for accessing genetic information from endogenous
aDNA versus contaminant human DNA. The dedicated
Ancient Biomolecules Centre (ABC) at Oxford University
was used to extract DNA from ancient samples and to set
up PCR and SPEX reactions. The ABC is physically
isolated, subject to stringent anti-contamination
procedures, equipped with positive air pressure and UV
lighting, and has a DNA laboratory and equipment (glove
box, instruments, full body suits, protective masks, etc.)
dedicated solely to ancient hominin samples. The thermal
cycling reactions and subsequent downstream work take
place in a separate laboratory located in the Department
of Zoology.

Specifically, the samples that underwent DNA extrac-
tion are the La Quina 4 Neanderthal specimen from the
collections of the Musée de l’Homme in Paris (LQ4; single
tooth >54 000 years old); a colonial era Asian individual
from the Natural History Museum in London (PE168;
�150-year-old tooth); two pre-Columbian Amerindian
archaeological samples (PE40, PE187; both �1000-year-
old teeth); the Tyrolean Iceman—a.k.a. Ötzi (HB50;
�5000-year-old bone sample from the ileum). DNA was
also extracted from a modern sample (PEM33; hair tips,
which therefore had prior exposure to similar environmen-
tal conditions as the sweat, flakes of skin, dandruff, etc.,
expected to be the predominant sources of modern human
contaminant DNA). Detailed explanations of the back-
ground behind (i) the samples chosen; (ii) the particular
SNPs targeted by SPEX- and PCR-based approaches; and
(iii) the quantitative PCR (qPCR) experiments performed
are given in Supplementary Figure S1, Section S1 and,
where required, in the ‘Results and Discussion’ sections.

DNA extraction and PCR/SPEX amplification

DNA extractions used Proteinase K digestion and purifi-
cation by the phenol–chloroform method (35) following
Endicott et al. (30). For teeth, material was removed from
dental canals using a dental drill. Hair samples were pro-
cessed by the keratin digestion method of Maniatis et al.
(35). PCR amplification of targets within the first
hypervariable section (HVS1) of the human mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) control region used a two-stage process
with oligonucleotide primers listed in Supplementary
Table S1 and the following conditions: 94�C for 10min;
followed by 35 cycles of 94�C for 30 s, 58�C for 30 s and
72�C for 30 s; then 10min at 72�C followed by a 4�C hold.
Each 25-ml reaction mix consisted of 1–3 ml of aDNA
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extract; 0.25U of AmpliTaq Gold; 1� Geneamp PCR
Buffer II (without MgCl2); 2mM MgCl2; 250 mM
dNTPs; and 250 nM of each primer. Products from the
first-stage PCR were visualized on 4% agarose gels
under UV light, excised, purified on a Qiagen MinElute
column using the recommended protocol and eluted in EB
buffer. Each purified PCR product was then diluted 1:99 in
water and used to seed a second-stage 30-cycle PCR using
the same primers and conditions. For the Neanderthal
LQ4 extract, amplifications were made in one-stage
reactions with the same conditions as above, but for 40
cycles, using 5 ml of extract plus 2 ml of 10mg/ml bovine
serum albumin (BSA; Sigma) to help overcome
polymerase inhibitors as previously described (17). After
a further MinElute column purification step, PCR
products were cloned using the Topo TA Cloning kit
with F0 competent cells and amplified as per the manufac-
turer’s instructions (Invitrogen). The processing of clones
and sequencing on an ABI 377 or 3700 sequencer was
performed as described by Endicott et al. (30).

Single primer approaches originally developed to
amplify full-length cDNA molecules (36,37) can be
adapted to the amplification of targeted aDNA sequences
(17). SPEX amplification experiments were carried out as
described previously (17) using oligonucleotides listed
in Supplementary Table S1, according to the rationale
set out in Supplementary Figure S2. Following single
biotinylated primer extension, the biotinylated reaction
products are isolated on strepavidin beads, all DNA
templates (aDNA and any contaminants) are then
removed via stringency washes, bead-isolated single-
stranded DNA molecules are permanently ‘trapped’ by
polyC-tailing (using terminal transferase/dCTP) and
nested PCR can then amplify what are now (effectively)
freshly synthesised, polyC-tailed, first-generation copies of
just one of the template DNA strands at a targeted locus
(thereby minimizing any potential creation and exponen-
tial amplification of the kinds of PCR-generated
recombinants and other sequence artefacts commonly
produced from aDNA).

RESULTS

Accessing genetic information from endogenous hominin
aDNA over modern human DNA contaminants: a
quantitative side-by-side comparison between PCR
and SPEX-type approaches

When differently sized target templates share the same
pair of PCR primer-binding sites, shorter templates are
amplified more efficiently than longer ones (38). As the
products of SPEX primer extensions on aDNA templates
are generally significantly shorter than the lengths targeted
by traditional two-primer PCR approaches to aDNA (17),
we quantitatively investigated the possibility that a SPEX-
type approach might be able to preferentially access
genetic information from highly damaged and degraded
aDNA templates. A portion of the Iceman HB50 aDNA
extract was deliberately ‘contaminated’ with the ‘modern’
PEM33 hair-tip DNA extract and the resulting mixture
was amplified by both SPEX and traditional PCR.

Relative qPCR was performed on a dilution series of
both extracts using an effective PCR amplifiable size of
61 bp (Supplementary Table S1; Section S1). Dilutions
of the HB50 Iceman extract (European mtDNA
haplogroup K) and the PEM33 extract (East Asian
mtDNA haplogroup M7b) giving an observed equal
‘starting copy number’ of templates were then combined,
homogenized and used in side-by-side PCR and SPEX
amplifications. Amplification products were cloned and
sequenced to accurately determine the numbers and
relative proportions of amplicons derived from ‘ancient’
(HB50) or ‘modern’ (PEM33) mtDNA templates via
two directly adjacent SNP differences: 16223T (M7b)
and 16224C (K) (Supplementary Figure S1c; Section S1).
Traditional PCR amplification targeted 86 bp

(Supplementary Figure S1c) of the control region, encom-
passing both the haplogroup (hg) K diagnostic SNP
T16224C and the directly adjacent hg M7b diagnostic
SNP at C16223T. Cloning and sequencing showed that
42/93 (45%) of PCR amplicons were derived from
modern ‘contaminant’ (PEM33) DNA and 51/93 (55%)
from endogenous Iceman (HB50) aDNA templates,
thereby confirming that qPCR had estimated the effective
‘starting template’ copy numbers of the extracts for PCR
amplification in the relevant �60- to 90-bp range
within an acceptable level of accuracy (Supplementary
Figure S3). SPEX amplification (Supplementary Figure
S1c) from the same homogenized mix produced
markedly different proportions. Of 183 cloned amplicons
whose original SPEX event had traversed the two directly
adjacent diagnostic SNP sites at nucleotide positions
(nps) 16223 and 16224, only 3/183 (1.6%) were derived
from modern ‘contaminant’ templates; whereas 180/183
(98.4%) were derived from endogenous Iceman aDNA
templates within the HB50 extract (Supplementary
Figure S3). This heavily skewed ratio clearly demonstrates
the ability of a SPEX-type approach to preferentially
access genetic information from endogenous aDNA
templates; even in the presence of significant levels of
human contaminant DNA.

Accessing genetic information from endogenous aDNA
over modern human DNA contaminants within
extensively handled ancient hominin samples: side-by-side
comparisons between PCR and SPEX-type approaches

In order to investigate a more realistic aDNA research
scenario (i.e. hominin museum samples that have been
washed and extensively handled), two such aDNA
extracts were used in side-by-side PCR and SPEX
amplifications. One extract (PE168) was made from the
�150-year-old tooth of an Asian human individual from
the Natural History Museum in London. At the other
extreme of the aDNA scale, an extract (LQ4) was made
from a >54 000-year-old tooth of the La Quina 4
Neanderthal specimen from the collections of the Musée
de l’Homme in Paris. PCR amplifications from both
extracts generated products with sample-appropriate
SNPs. The PE168 aDNA extract produced all three
expected hg N9a SNPs (at nps 16223, 16257 and 16261)
in 10/12 cloned amplicons (Figure 1a). The LQ4 aDNA
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extract demonstrably contains amplifiable Neanderthal
mtDNA through the presence of the Neanderthal
marker motif 16263.1A-C16262T (6,8–11) amongst
cloned PCR amplicons (Figure 2a). However, PCR ampli-
fication from both aDNA extracts also reveals the
presence of at least one other population of PCR-
amplifiable human mtDNA templates.

From PE168, trace nine of Figure 1a has the ancestral
allele at all three diagnostic sites. The presence of
both C>T and G>A transition base changes within
trace four indicates PCR-generated recombinant
template switching between complementary template
DNA strands with independent C>U-type damage
events (13,14,17,23). The creation of a non-authentic

(a) Asian aDNA extract PE168: PCR with L16208 / H16313

----------------------------------------------------16261*---*16257
Ref--*TACTATGTACTGTTAAGGGTGGGTAGGTTTGTTGGTATCCTAGTGGGTGAGGGGTGGCT
1--x3*---------------------------------------------------A---T--- 
2---U*---------------------------------------------------A---T--- 
3---U*------------------------------------------A--------A---T--- 
4---U*--------------------------------------T----------------T--- 
5---U*---------------------------------------------------A---T--- 
6---U*---------------------------------------------------A---T--- 
7---U*-----------------A---------------------------------A---T--- 
8---U*---------------------------------------------------AA--T--- 
9---U*----------------------------------------------------------- 
10--U*---------------------------------------------------A---T---

------------------------------------*16223
Ref--*TTGGAGTTGCAGTTGATGTGTGATAGTTGAGGGTTGATTGCTGTA
1--x3*------------------------------A-------------- 
2---U*----G-C-----------------------A-------------- 
3---U*------------------------------A-------------- 
4---U*-----A---T--------------------A-------------- 
5---U*-----A------------------------A-------------- 
6---U*------------------------------A--------A----- 
7---U*------------------------------A-------------- 
8---U*------------------------------A-------------- 
9---U*--------------------------------------------- 
10--U*-----------------A------------A--------------

(b) Asian aDNA extract PE168: SPEX with 16267-Down set

-------16261*---*16257----------------------------*16223
Ref--*GGTGAGGGGTGGCTTTGGAGTTGCAGTTGATGTGTGATAGTTGAGGGTTGATTGCTGTACTTGCT
1---U*------A---T--------A--A---------------------A-A------A--A----- 
2---U*------A---T---------------------------------A---------------- 
3---U*------A---T---------------------------------A---------- 
4---U*------AA--T--------------A------------------A------ 
5---U*------A---T--------------------------- 
6---U*------A---T------------------------- 
7---U*------A---T------------------------ 
8---U*-----AA---T------------------------ 
9--x2*------A---T---------------------- 
10--U*A-----A---T------------------- 
11--U*------A---T----------------- 
12--U*------A---T---------- 
13--U*---A--A-A-T----- 
14-x2*------A---T-- 
15-x2*------A---T 
16--U*------A-- 
17--U*-----A 
18-x2*---

Figure 1. Cloned sequence data following (a) PCR and (b) SPEX amplification from the Asian aDNA extract PE168. U=a unique sequence found
in only one clone from that particular amplification reaction; X1, X2, etc. = identical sequences independently cloned (once, twice, etc). The L16208/
H16313 PCR primer pair was used (Supplementary Figure S1a and Table S1). The 16267-Down SPEX primer set (Supplementary Table S1) was used
in the amplification strategy described in Supplementary Figure S1a. In relation to the rCRS, hg N9a SNPs are C16223T, C16257A and C16261T.
As the 16267-Down SPEX primer set targets the light mtDNA strand, hg N9a-specific SNPs are highlighted by a red asterisk above the reverse
complement of the reference sequence (Ref). N9a-specific SNPs in PCR- and SPEX-generated sequence data are highlighted in yellow. In this and
subsequent PCR-derived sequence data, base changes at non-diagnostic nucleotide positions—arising from sequence-modifying DNA damage and
PCR-generated sequence artefacts—are highlighted in grey. In this and subsequent SPEX-derived sequence data, G>A transition base changes
(arising from C>U-type miscoding lesion sequence-modifying DNA damage on template strands) are highlighted in green, with any other non-
authentic base changes highlighted in grey. The final 30-most positions of SPEX amplicons (i.e. the position immediately 50 to the polyC-tail) do not
necessarily reflect underlying template strand sequences, due to potential polymerase-mediated ‘non-templated’ nucleotide addition (NTNA)
following SPEX (17). The 30-most position is therefore not presented, or analysed, in SPEX-generated sequence data.
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endogenous-contaminant recombinant hybrid might also
account for an A>G reversion to the ancestral allele at np
16261 in the same amplicon. Alternatively, this could
represent another example of the kinds of transition
base change artefacts that can be generated at significant
levels during the PCR amplification of aDNA (8,9,18–22;
Figures 1a and 2a; Supplementary Figure S4). Whatever
the underlying cause, only 10/12 PCR amplicons (83%)
from PE168 display the endogenous hg N9a SNP at np
16261.

From LQ4, despite a target size of just 66 bp and the use
of two Neanderthal-specific PCR primers, recombinant
template switching has still generated non-authentic
hybrid human-Neanderthal sequences (Figure 2a). (For
example, note the absence of the diagnostic Neanderthal
insertion at np 16263.1A alongside the C16262T SNP in
trace one, but the additional presence of identical C>T
transitions and A>T transversions in both traces one and
two, which together made up more than one-third of the
cloned PCR amplicon sequences.) Repeated C>T base
change motifs (in 8/9 cloned sequences) also indicate
that a very small pool of endogenous Neanderthal
aDNA templates with extensive sequence-modifying
miscoding lesion DNA damage contributed to the PCR-
amplified products.

For both PE168 and LQ4 aDNA extracts, a complete
lack of mtDNA amplification from extraction blanks
or PCR controls indicates that (i) these much-handled
museum samples are now irretrievably contaminated
with exogenous human DNA; and (ii) PCR has
co-amplified these exogenous human DNA templates
alongside endogenous aDNA templates whilst also
creating a third, wholly non-authentic category of

endogenous-contaminant hybrid sequences. In contrast,
every SPEX amplicon from both the PE168 and LQ4
aDNA extracts displays the appropriate endogenous
SNP at every diagnostic site traversed by SPEX primer
extension (Figures 1b and 2b). Unlike the PCR-generated
sequence data, not only is there no evidence for the ampli-
fication of intact exogenous contaminant sequences by
the SPEX-type approach, but there is also no evidence
for the generation of ‘jumping-PCR’ type template
switching artefacts in the SPEX-generated data; either in
the form of non-authentic endogenous-contaminant
recombinant hybrid sequences or in the form of duplicated
(C>U derived) G>A miscoding lesion damage motifs
(compare Figures 1a and 2a with Figures 1b and 2b).

SPEX can SNP-type ancient samples with a quantifiable
depth-of-coverage

In the above SPEX versus PCR studies, the use of ancient
samples with distinctive clustered SNP combinations
allowed sequence data from endogenous aDNA to be
distinguished from exogenous contaminants and non-
authentic recombinant hybrids. However, a serious
problem for PCR-based hominin aDNA authentication
arises in the much more common scenario where
endogenous aDNA templates possess SNPs that are
common within contemporary human populations.
For the 5000-year-old Tyrolean Iceman, there have now
been six independent studies (15,39–43). Despite this,
an accurate characterization of the Tyrolean Iceman’s
mtDNA sequence by PCR has proven problematic
(compare 15,39,41–43) and conflicting assessments of
the exact mtDNA haplotype of the Iceman have been
produced.

(a) Neanderthal aDNA extract LQ4: PCR with NeandL16256 / NeandH16278

------16262*-*16263.1
Ref--*CACCCCT-CACCCACTAGGATA
1--x2*-TT--T---------------- 
2--x2*-TT--T-A-------------- 
3--x2*--T--T-AT------------- 
4--x2*-----T-AT-TTT--------- 
5--x2*-----T-A-------------- 
6---U*--TT-T-A--------------

(b) Neanderthal aDNA extract LQ4: SPEX with Ndr16266-Down set

-----------16262-----------------------16234
--16263.1*-*-----*16256------*16244----*---*16230-*16223
Ref--*GTG-AGGGGTGGCTTTGGAGTTGCAGTTGATGTGTGATAGTTGAGGGTTGATTGCTGTA
1-x51*--AT-A-----T-----------T---------A---C-A----A------------ 
2-x24*---T-A-A---T-----------T-- 
3---U*---T-A-----T-----

Figure 2. Cloned sequence data following (a) PCR, and (b) SPEX amplification from the Neanderthal LQ4 aDNA extract. The NeandL16256/
NeandH16278 PCR primer pair was used (Supplementary Figure S1b and Table S1). The Ndr16266-Down SPEX primer set (Supplementary Table
S1) was used in the amplification strategy described in Supplementary Figure S1b. Nucleotide positions of expected Neanderthal-specific SNPs are
each highlighted by a red asterisk above: (a) the reference sequence (Ref); or (b) the reverse complement of the reference sequence (Ref). Presumed
Neanderthal-specific SNPs in PCR- and SPEX-generated sequence data are highlighted in yellow. Given above-background levels of C>U-derived
G>A transitions in SPEX data, an absence of np 16228 SNPs in published Neanderthal data, and a depth-of-coverage of just one generated for this
site by SPEX, the G>A transition base change here is assumed to be due to miscoding lesion DNA damage.
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A SNP at np 16362 (T16362C) characterized by two
recent studies of the Iceman (42,43) was not identified
by the original Iceman aDNA investigations (15,39).
Due to the importance of np 16362 in recent arguments
concerning the accurate phylogenetic placement of the
Iceman’s endogenous mtDNA within hg K (41–43), this
key SNP was targeted by SPEX amplification from heavy
mtDNA template strands in the HB50 Iceman aDNA
extract. Extracts from two pre-Columbian Amerindian
tooth samples (PE40 and PE187; both �1000 years old)
were also genotyped at np 16362 for control purposes,
with endogenous aDNA from both expected to carry the
allele equivalent to the revised Cambridge reference
sequence (rCRS) at this site (44).
Whatever the number of clones sequenced, any indi-

vidual PCR amplification from an aDNA extract cannot
be assumed to represent more than a single ‘starting
template’ and therefore to have a depth-of-coverage
greater than one (1,5,23,24). In contrast, from a single
SPEX-type amplification reaction, single primer extension
events that produce cloned SPEX amplicons with discrete
lengths and/or discrete G>A miscoding lesion damage
patterns are highly likely to have originated on discrete
endogenous aDNA templates (17). Nineteen such
discrete SPEX clones from the Iceman HB50 aDNA
extract generated 100% sequence traces with 16362C
(Figure 3).
Since T>C transition artefacts are introduced at back-

ground rates during SPEX amplification (17; Figures 1b,
2b, 3 and 4), the recovery of 19/19 discrete amplicons
with 16362C must result from SPEX amplification of
19 discrete mtDNA templates from a single individual
with an authentic in vivo substitution event at np 16362
(i.e. a 19-fold depth-of-coverage with no evidence
for any SPEX-amplified contaminant human DNA
sequences). Therefore, up to 19 individual PCR amplifi-
cations would have been required to approach the depth-
of-coverage generated by a single SPEX assay, and even
then T>C transitions can also be introduced at levels
significantly higher than background during PCR ampli-
fication from aDNA extracts (8,9,18–22).
SPEX amplification from the Amerindian aDNA

extracts provided 15- and 17-fold coverage, respectively,
at np 16362 (Figure 3), with 100% of clones returning the
expected 16362T ancestral allele. From PE168, SPEX
provided a 16-fold depth-of-coverage for the diagnostic
hg N9a SNP at np 16261 (Figure 1b). From the
LQ4 extract, three discrete SPEX primer extension
lengths (with distinct G>A transition motifs from
sporadic C>U-type DNA damage events on discrete
Neanderthal templates either side of the 16263.1A inser-
tion) provides a depth-of-coverage of just three
(Figure 2b); confirming the inference made from the
PCR-generated data of extremely low copy number
endogenous Neanderthal mtDNA in the LQ4 extract.

SPEX can SNP-type aDNA as accurately as
modern DNA

As SPEX amplifies only one of the duplex DNA strands,
the choice of targeted template strand is a key part of the

design strategy. G>A transitions (from C>U-type
damage events on template strands) are the only base
changes observed at above-background levels in SPEX-
amplified aDNA (17; Figures 1b, 2b, 3 and 4). This
means that if the DNA template strand that does not
carry a C at a key SNP-of-interest is interrogated
by SPEX, potential DNA damage-derived SNP-mistyping
is reduced to background rates of polymerase
misincorporation. For this reason, the above experiments
were able to generate 100% of SPEX amplicons with the
expected endogenous SNPs at the relevant key diagnostic
sites: on the targeted PE168 light mtDNA strand, the
endogenous SNPs were 16223T-16257A-16261T; on the
LQ4 Neanderthal light mtDNA strand 16223T-16230G-
16234T-16244A-16256A-C16262T-16263.1A; and on the
Iceman and Amerindian heavy mtDNA strands 16362G
and 16362A, respectively.

Targeting a DNA template strand that does carry a C at
a key diagnostic SNP site highlights this issue. Both
Amerindian individuals belong to hg B4b, with mtDNA
SNPs A13590G and T16217C (45). Endogenous aDNA
from the Iceman HB50 aDNA extract should carry a diag-
nostic T16224C hg K SNP (Figure S1c), since this SNP
has been identified by every study of the Iceman’s mtDNA
so far (15,39,41–43). Targeting the light mtDNA strand
from both Amerindian aDNA extracts (PE40 and PE187),
SPEX amplification produced the expected A>G transi-
tion at np 16217 (equating to the T16217C SNP typical of
hg B4b on the rCRS) from 16/17 and 20/22 templates,
respectively (Figure 4), whilst invariably returning the
ancestral allele at np 16224. As expected, SPEX amplifi-
cation from the HB50 Iceman aDNA extract returned the
ancestral allele at np 16217 (from 18 discrete templates),
with the diagnostic hg K SNP at np 16224 generating an
A>G transition from 20/21 templates (reflecting
T16224C relative to the rCRS). PCR-generated sequence
data from the Iceman HB50 aDNA extract is presented
elsewhere (43), whilst comparative PCR-generated data
from the two Amerindian aDNA extracts are presented
in Supplementary Figure S4.

As A>G transition artefacts are introduced at back-
ground rates by SPEX (17; Figures 1b, 2b, 3 and 4),
the great majority of amplicons in the multi-fold
depths-of-coverage generated here overwhelmingly reflect
the predicted underlying endogenous aDNA sequences.
Given the 100% SNP-typing accuracy (Figures 1b, 2b
and 3) observed in this study when C is avoided at diag-
nostic sites on the target strand (17), amplicons with the
ancestral (rCRS) allele (A) at np 16217 (from the
Amerindians) or (A) at np 16224 (from the Iceman) are
therefore almost certainly due to sporadic C>U miscod-
ing lesion DNA damage (i.e. C16217U or C16224U) on
the targeted light mtDNA strands of endogenous aDNA
templates (observed as apparent G>A transitions back to
the ancestral allele in first-generation SPEX copies). In
particular, because of the 100% correct SNP-typing
results described at np 16362 from the Amerindian and
Iceman extracts, any argument that these ancestral
alleles could have arisen due to low-level SPEX amplifica-
tion from contaminant human DNA templates can be
discounted.
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DISCUSSION

Preferential access to genetic information from
endogenous aDNA via SPEX

The SPEX-type approach used in this study preferentially
accessed genetic information from endogenous aDNA

over exogenous human DNA contaminants; both in con-
trolled scenarios and from extensively handled, apparently
irretrievably contaminated ancient hominin samples. In
contrast to PCR, which can co-amplify modern human
DNA contaminants and non-authentic PCR-generated
artefacts more efficiently than degraded aDNA templates

Amerindian (PE40, PE187) & Iceman (HB50) aDNA extracts: SPEX with 
16360-Up set

–-------16362
PE40----*
Ref--*CGTCCCCATGGATGACCCCCCTCAGATAGGGGTCCCTTGACCACCATCCTCCGTG
1---U*----------------------------------------- 
2---U*------------------------A-------- 
3--x2*------------------------- 
4---U*--------------------- 
5---U*------------------- 
6---U*------------------ 
7---U*----------------- 
8---U*---------------- 
9--x6*-------------- 
10--U*-A----------- 
11-x2*------------ 
12-x2*---------- 
13--U*-A------- 
14--U*----- 
15-x6*----
PE187
Ref--*CGTCCCCATGGATGACCCCCCTCAGATAGGGGTCCCTTGACCACCATCCTCCGTGAAATCAATAT
1---U*----------------------------A------------------------------ 
2---U*---------------------------------- 
3---U*-A---------------------------- 
4---U*A------------------------- 
5---U*------------------------- 
6---U*----------------------- 
7--x2*---------------------- 
8--x2*---------------- 
9--x7*-------------- 
10--U*---------A---- 
11--U*------------- 
12-x4*----------- 
13-x2*--------- 
14--U*------ 
15--U*----- 
16-x2*---- 
17--U*-A--
HB50
Ref--*CGTCCCCATGGATGACCCCCCTCAGATAGGGGTCCCTTGACCACCATCCTCCGTGAAAT
1---U*--C---------------------A---------------------- 
2---U*--C------------------------------------------- 
3--x3*--C------------------------------ 
4---U*-AC-------------------------- 
5--x2*--C---------------------A--- 
6--x3*--C------------------------ 
7--x2*--C---------------------- 
8---U*--C------A---------- 
9---U*--C-------------- 
10-x4*--C------------- 
11-x2*--C-------A----- 
12-x9*--C----------- 
13--U*--C-------A--- 
14--U*--C-T------ 
15-x3*--C-------- 
16-x2*--C------ 
17--U*--C----- 
18-x2*--C-- 
19-x3*--C

Figure 3. Cloned sequence data following SPEX amplification from the Amerindian (PE40, PE187) and Iceman (HB50) aDNA extracts using the
16360-Up SPEX primer set (Supplementary Table S1) as for the amplification strategy described in Supplementary Figure S1c. A red asterisk above
the reference sequence (Ref) highlights np 16362. The diagnostic site in SPEX-generated sequence data is highlighted in yellow; C>U-derived G>A
transitions are highlighted in green; any other base changes are highlighted in grey.
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Amerindian (PE40, PE187) & Iceman (HB50) aDNA extracts: SPEX with 16225-
Down set

-------16224--16217
PE40---*------*
Ref--*GAGGGTTGATTGCTGTACTTGCTTGTAAGCATGGGGAGGGGGTTTTGATGTGGATT
1---U*--------G------------------------- 
2---U*--------G---------------------- 
3---U*--------G--------------------- 
4---U*--------G-------------------- 
5---U*--------G---------------- 
6---U*--------G------------- 
7--x4*--------G----------- 
8--x2*---A----G-----A---- 
9--x2*--------G--------- 
10--U*--------G-----A--- 
11-x4*--------G------- 
12--U*--------A------- 
13-x2*--------G------ 
14-x5*--------G----- 
15-x5*--------G-- 
16-x2*--------G- 
17--U*--------G
PE187
Ref--*GAGGGTTGATTGCTGTACTTGCTTGTAAGCATGGGGAGGGGGTTTTGATGTGGATT
1---U*--------A-------------------------A- 
2---U*--------G--------------------------- 
3---U*--------G-------------------------- 
4--x2*--------G------------------------- 
5---U*----A---G------------------------- 
6---U*--------G----------------------- 
7--x2*--------G---------------------- 
8---U*--------G--------------------- 
9---U*--------G------------------ 
10--U*A-A-----G---------------- 
11-x2*--------G--------------- 
12--U*--------G-----------A- 
13--U*--------G----------- 
14--U*--------G---------- 
15-x5*--------G------- 
16--U*--------A------- 
17-x2*--------G----- 
18--U*--------G--- 
19-x5*--------G-- 
20--U*----A--AG-- 
21-x2*--------G 
22--U*A-------G
HB50
Ref--*GAGGGTTGATTGCTGTACTTGCTTGTAAGCATGGGGAGGGGGTTTTGATGTGGATTGGGTTTTTATGTACTACAGGTGGT
1---U*-G-A-----------------------------A-------------------------------------------- 
2---U*-G------------------------------A--------A 
3--x3*-G----------------------------------- 
4---U*-A--------------------------------- 
5---U*-G-------------------------------- 
6--x2*-G--------------------------- 
7---U*-G-------------------------- 
8--x2*-G-----A-------------- 
9---U*-G----------------C 
10--U*-G----------------- 
11--U*AG---------------- 
12-x2*-G--A----------- 
13-x2*-G-------------- 
14--U*-G-AA----------- 
15--U*-GA------------- 
16--U*-G------------ 
17-x2*-G---------- 
18-x2*-G--------- 
19--U*-G--A- 
20-x4*-G-- 
21-x3*-G

Figure 4. Cloned sequence data following SPEX amplification from the Amerindian (PE40, PE187) and Iceman (HB50) aDNA extracts using the
16225-Down SPEX primer set (Supplementary Table S1), as for the amplification strategy described in Supplementary Figure S1c. Nucleotide
positions of the hg K (np 16224) and hg B4b (np 16217) SNPs are each highlighted by a red asterisk above the reverse complement of the reference
sequence (Ref). Diagnostic hg K (np 16224) and hg B4b (np 16217) sites in SPEX-generated sequence data are highlighted in yellow; C>U-derived
G>A transitions are highlighted in green; any other base changes are highlighted in grey.
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(15,46–48, this study), SPEX-type approaches impose
no pre-defined target size based on a primer pair.
Therefore, genetic information can be accessed from any
DNA templates that cover the nested SPEX primers (gen-
erally approximately 40 bases); a substantially shorter
minimum read-frame than that achievable via traditional
PCR-based approaches.

Moreover, SPEX amplification also appears to be
strongly skewed towards shorter molecules. As one
moves towards shorter initial single primer extension
lengths, the frequency of cloned SPEX amplicons in that
size range exponentially increases (17). (For example, only
�1% of 1669 cloned SPEX amplicons represents an
initial SPEX event on a DNA template with an effective
amplifiable size of 100 bases or more). Figure 3 shows that
75/101 SPEX amplicons genotyping np 16362 represent
targeted heavy mtDNA templates with an effective
amplifiable size between 43 and 60 bases in length (the
nested SPEX primers cover 40 bases and primer extension
of a further three bases is required to genotype np 16362).

Given the same primer binding sites, shorter PCR
amplicons are amplified more efficiently than longer ones
in the same reaction (38). Several hominin studies have
also shown that larger PCR targets generate higher
ratios of contaminant/endogenous sequences than
shorter amplicons derived from the same samples
(15,46–48). This suggests that (i) contaminant DNA
templates are generally less damaged and fragmented
than endogenous aDNA templates; (ii) their average effec-
tive amplifiable lengths are therefore longer. As PCR
target size is increased, the numbers of directly amplifiable
aDNA templates would be expected to decline (17), with
amplification therefore increasingly tending to be skewed
towards less damaged, more intact, more efficiently
amplified molecules (such as contaminant human DNA
templates and exponentially amplifiable PCR-generated
recombinants that possess both PCR primer binding
sites).

To further illustrate this point, consider PCR ampli-
fication with a typical hominin aDNA target size of
approximately 80 bp. The PCR primer pair can
exponentially amplify from ‘starting templates’ with an
effective size 80 bases or more, including contaminants
and recombinant artefacts which might have average effec-
tive amplifiable sizes far greater than 80 bases in length.
Highly damaged and degraded templates with an average
amplifiable size less than 80 bases could not be amplified
directly by PCR, but only following some kind of
‘jumping-PCR’ recombinant event. In contrast, SPEX
can target all templates approximately 40 bases
and above, greatly increasing the range of accessible
damaged and degraded endogenous aDNA templates.
Crucially, however, because SPEX does not impose a
pre-defined target length, SPEX primer extensions on
more damaged and fragmented templates (such as
endogenous aDNA) will tend to produce shorter SPEX
amplicons that are likely to be amplified more efficiently
than SPEX primer extensions on longer and less damaged
templates (such as contaminant human DNA templates).

This is clearly seen in SPEX-generated sequence data,
which show that shorter amplicons are preferentially

amplified, and this may be a plausible explanation for
the preferential access to genetic information from
endogenous aDNA repeatedly observed via SPEX in this
study. Presumably, there is some kind of hypothetical
limit where human DNA contaminants could become
just as damaged and fragmented as endogenous hominin
aDNA templates. However (contra 46), this study did not
detect such a situation even with side-by-side PCR versus
SPEX experiments on museum samples that have been
pre-contaminated via washing and extensive handling
over many years. The data so far suggest that in many
research scenarios, at least some degree of preferential
access to endogenous aDNA over contaminant DNA
might reasonably be expected via a SPEX-based
approach; particularly when it is widely anticipated that
in most ancient extracts, there will be a higher proportion
of damaged and fragmented (i.e. effectively shorter)
endogenous aDNA templates compared with modern con-
taminant human DNA templates over the kinds of size
ranges demonstrably preferentially amplified by SPEX.

Increased depth-of-coverage and sequence reliability
via SPEX

Depth-of-coverage and sequence reliability are of para-
mount importance for the accurate interpretation of
hominin aDNA. In both respects, SPEX assays have
proved successful. Regarding depth-of-coverage, amplifi-
cation without a pre-defined target size, from just one
of the DNA strands at target loci, means that a single
SPEX assay can identify individual intact DNA ‘starting
template’ molecules via distinct primer extension lengths
and/or patterns of authentic miscoding lesion DNA
damage transitions. Any single PCR amplification from
aDNA cannot be assumed to have generated a greater
depth-of-coverage than one (1,17,23), meaning individual
SPEX assays can provide a substantially greater depth-
of-coverage at key SNP sites. This is generally more
than 10-fold for all but the most marginal aDNA
extracts (Figures 1b, 2b, 3 and 4), thereby providing a
critical advantage over the use of multiple, repeated
PCR amplification reactions. SPEX-type approaches can
therefore simultaneously increase genotyping accuracy
whilst decreasing the consumption of valuable, often irre-
placeable, samples and aDNA extracts.
SPEX can also maximize sequence reliability. In PCR-

derived aDNA data, all four transition base changes can
be generated at above-background levels (e.g. 8,9,18–22).
C>U-type base modifications can create both C>T and
G>A (‘Type 2’) transitions because both template strands
are targeted by the PCR primer pair. PCR amplification
from damaged and degraded DNA templates can also
introduce sequence artefacts into PCR amplicons at sig-
nificant levels. For example, T>C and A>G transition
base changes—so-called ‘Type 1’ aDNA damage (19,20)—
which have been shown to be non-authentic, wholly PCR-
generated, artefacts (17). The percentage of all transition
base changes corresponding to these kinds of ‘Type 1’
PCR-generated artefacts can vary widely between aDNA
studies utilizing a variety of species and specific amplifica-
tion conditions: e.g. 20% (21); 29% (9); 35% (8); 39%
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(20); and 42% (18). In contrast, SPEX creates direct first-
generation copies from just one of the DNA strands at
target loci and G>A transitions (from C>U-type
miscoding lesions on DNA templates) are the only base
changes observed at above-background levels (17, this
study). These properties of SPEX significantly reduce
sequence interpretation difficulties following amplification
from aDNA extracts.
PCR-generated recombinant template switching

artefacts can also create non-authentic sequences at signif-
icant levels (6–16,25), particularly from hominin aDNA
extracts due to the ever-present risk of human DNA con-
tamination (49). Our PCR-generated data from samples
with clustered multiple diagnostic SNP differences clearly
produced non-authentic recombinant artefacts (Figures 1a
and 2a). In common with many previous studies that dem-
onstrate significant levels of ‘jumping PCR’ between
endogenous and contaminant templates (e.g. 2,7–11,13,
15), these artefacts appear to be an unavoidable mecha-
nistic consequence of ‘two-primer’ PCR amplification
from poor-quality DNA templates. However, true
levels of PCR-generated recombinant template switching
must generally be significantly higher than those
estimated, since endogenous–endogenous and contami-
nant–contaminant recombinant hybrids would not be so
easily identified, and nor would endogenous–contaminant
hybrids when there are not multiple diagnostic SNP
differences between the two.
The existence of such ‘hidden’ events might nevertheless

contribute to the generation of non-authentic sequences
by PCR. Many DNA polymerases can add a single
nucleotide to the 30-end of both fully extended and
damage-halted primer extensions by non-templated
nucleotide addition (NTNA). Often, an A is added follow-
ing full extension on a template molecule, but also G, T
and C at abasic sites and other damage-derived lesions
(17,50–53). Although further investigation is clearly
required, some combination of partial primer extension,
NTNA and template switching events during early PCR
cycles offers the potential for the generation and ‘fixation’
of non-authentic base changes into amplicons (1,17,23).
The SPEX approach, by removing all other potential

DNA templates (via bead washes following single primer
extension) and permanently blocking the 30-end of primer
extensions (via polyC-tailing), appears to strongly suppress
the subsequent creation of non-authentic hybrids and
other sequence artefacts. Whatever mechanisms create
PCR-generated artefacts, there is a striking absence of
above-background levels of ‘Type 1’ T>C and A>G
artefacts in studies where recombinant template switching
is largely precluded, as in SPEX or 454-based studies
(17,32,33,54, this study). So perhaps, the statistically sig-
nificant Types 1 and 2 transition ‘hotspots’ described by
some PCR-based studies (19,20) might now be recon-
sidered as hotspots of PCR-generated artefacts, rather
than being ascribed to aDNA ‘damage hotspots’.

Genotyping ancient hominin samples reliably

By providing a multi-fold depth-of-coverage, combined
with a reduction of potential SNP-mistyping to

background levels at key target sites, SPEX-generated
sequence data from the Iceman aDNA extract strongly
suggests that T16362C is the endogenous mtDNA SNP.
This conclusion supports the findings of two other recent
studies (42,43). In marked contrast, previous PCR-based
studies (15,39,41) had defined the Iceman’s control region
motif as 16223C-16311C only (i.e. lacking the T16362C
polymorphism).

However, interpretations of why this might have
occurred differ markedly; Ermini et al. (42) suggested
that the original study (15) might have failed to identify
an authentic polymorphism at np 16362 amongst their hg
K mtDNA sequences due to PCR-generated recombinant
template switching events. This explanation appears
highly unlikely because it would have required the total
elimination of T16362C SNPs—by template switching—
from every PCR amplicon cloned from multiple-
independent reactions. Nor does this proposal explain
the parallel absence of the T16362C polymorphism in
the consensus sequence inferred following independent
replication (15,39). A more plausible explanation for
the repeated failure to identify the Iceman’s T16362C
polymorphism is that both studies had been compromised
by non-endogenous hg K contaminant DNA (43).

Only the combination of a sustained and continuing
interest in the celebrated Iceman, the highly fortuitous
circumstances of him having an uncommon genotype
(currently unique within hg K) and the availability of a
number of relatively ‘unhandled’ alternate sources for
DNA extraction led to the discovery that the original
studies had not actually genotyped the Iceman. This cau-
tionary tale highlights the precarious nature of traditional
PCR-based approaches to hominin aDNA—even where
the individual concerned is considered to be generally
well preserved (41) and every criterion-of-authenticity
(such as dedicated aDNA facilities, multiple PCR
amplifications, cloning, independent replication, etc.)
appears to be fully satisfied.

Unfortunately, however, the luxury of distinctive/
uncommon genotypes and unhandled/uncontaminated
sample material cannot be expected to be the norm with
the majority of archaeological and museum hominin
samples. The original Iceman investigations clearly dem-
onstrate that whenever low-level (but highly amplifiable)
contaminants are likely to have identical, or very similar,
sequences to underlying endogenous hominin aDNA, it
may ultimately prove impossible for PCR-based aDNA
approaches to tease out the relative contributions from
endogenous aDNA, contaminant human DNA, template
switching recombinant hybrids and other non-authentic
sequence artefacts (particularly over the necessarily short
regions targeted).

In scenarios like these, there are clearly considerable
advantages to the use of SPEX-type assays. By targeting
template DNA strands that do not have C as one
of the alleles at diagnostic polymorphisms, SPEX-type
approaches can quantitatively genotype aDNA as accu-
rately as modern DNA (17, this study). As the SPEX-
based genotyping of the Amerindian samples at np
16362 shows, a SPEX-type approach can even begin to
meaningfully tackle aDNA extracts with sequences that
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are commonplace in the modern human populations
likely to contribute contaminant DNA via field workers,
museum curators, laboratory personnel, etc.

CONCLUSIONS

This study builds on initial SPEX data from animal
aDNA and establishes proof-of-principle that SPEX-
type approaches to ancient hominin samples could be
a highly useful addition to the aDNA methodological
repertoire. The potential shortcomings of traditional
PCR-based approaches to hominin aDNA highlighted
by this study, and many previous studies, appear to be
a mechanistic consequence of the methodology itself.
The clear failure to correctly genotype the Iceman’s
endogenous mtDNA via high profile, independently
replicated, PCR-based aDNA studies serves as a demon-
stration of how unsuited ‘two-primer’ exponential ampli-
fication can be when targeting damaged and degraded
endogenous aDNA in the presence of highly amplifiable
human contaminant templates.

In sharp contrast, this study has shown that SPEX-type
approaches can (i) preferentially access highly damaged
and degraded endogenous aDNA templates over contam-
inant human DNA; (ii) reduce non-authentic recombinant
template switching events to below detectable levels; and
(iii) reduce potential sources of non-authentic polymor-
phisms from DNA damage and amplification-generated
sequence artefacts to background levels. These attributes
mean that ancient hominin samples could begin to be
quantitatively genotyped as accurately as modern ones.
The cases of the Iceman and La Quina 4 individuals, in
particular, suggest that future SPEX-type approaches
offer the potential to accurately recover authentic aDNA
sequence data from a far wider range of archaeological
samples. This would not only include samples carefully
excavated ‘uncontaminated’, as used in many current
PCR- and metagenomic-based approaches, but also the
far more numerous extensively pre-handled hominin
samples in archaeological storage facilities and museums.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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